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Version History 
 

Version 1.0 – Added a Microsoft .NET 2.0 code example  

Version 1.1 – Added support for date field formats  

Version 1.2 – Descriptions and calling conventions for ‘GetOpenWork’ web method as well as code 

samples and example return documents 

Version 1.3 – Added entities and descriptions for ‘GetOpenWork’ arguments and returned xml objects 

Intended Audience 
 

This document is for researchers wishing to integrate via the Convergence Research, Inc.  Researcher 

Web Services Platform for the purpose of returning completed research results.  It is intended to 

provide an overview of the web service workflow and define the specifications necessary to complete 

results.  

What this document covers: 

• The details of the web service method call ‘CompleteResults’ 

• The defined xml format for returning results  

• The data types on individual fields 

• The relationship of parent and child xml elements in the specification 

What is not covered by the document: 

• The HR-XML format for returning results via the ‘Complete_HR_XML_Result’ 

• The researcher account establishment process  

 

Process Overview  
 

An established researcher wishes to return results to Convergence Research without going to the web 

site, sending an email or faxing the results.  By leveraging web services, we are able to offer this 

capability based on a proven transmission method that is both efficient and easy to use.  This saves both 

time and money as well as reduces the amount of errors that can occur when data is copied multiple 

times from system to system.   In addition, the researcher’s employees don’t have to be trained on how 

the Convergence web site works or remember logon credentials.  



The following workflow describes how this process should work (Fig. 1.1): 

 

The researcher’s software calls the ‘CompleteResults’ web service method passing in a valid 

‘ResearcherResultPackage’ object and, depending on the validity of the call, receives a ‘ResultResponse’ 

back that is of type ‘ResultSuccessful’ or ‘ResultError’.  

Relationships of Entities in ‘results’ Parameter (Fig. 1.2) 
 



 



 ‘CompleteResults’ Method Parameter ‘results’ :: Definition and Fields 
 

NOTE:  Depending on how you generate your web service proxy, the field names may be slightly 

different based on the serialization behavior of the WSDL interpretation tool.  

The method takes a single parameter named ‘results’ which is of type ‘ResearcherResultPackage’.  The 

following breakdown of fields and relationships describe the structure of the parameter.  

ResearcherResultsPackage 
Members 

NAME DATA TYPE REQUIRED EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS 

Researcheraccount Int X This is your researcher account 

identifier 

Userid String X It is always in the form on am 

email address 

Password String X The user id above password  

Results Array of 

screeningsubjectresult 

objects 

X At least one screening subject 

result object is required 

 

ScreeningSubjectResult 
Members 

NAME DATA TYPE REQUIRED EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS 

ScreeningId Int X This is the federated identifier that 

maps to the screening id in our 

system  

SubjectResults Array of SubjectResult 

objects 

X Since a researcher can return a 

single subject result or many with 

this method, the value is an array.  

It must contain at least one 

SubjectResult. 

 

SubjectResults :: Abstract Class 

Members 

NAME DATA TYPE REQUIRED EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS 

IsClearRecord Bool X All Screening results need to be 

marked as hit or clear  

Notes 

Classes that derive from SubJectResults: 

• CourtResult 

• DatabaseResult 

 



CourtResult :: Abstract Class 

Members 

NAME DATA TYPE REQUIRED EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS 

Has alias Bool  If the result has aliases, mark this as 

true. Default is false. 

Aliasnames String See 

Comments 

If the field ‘HasAlias’ is true, this field 

becomes required.  It is a string of the 

alias names found 

Arrestingagency String  Examples include ‘State Highway 

Patrol’ or ‘Butler County Sheriff’ 

Casecharges Array of 

casecharge objects 

X At least one charge object is required 

for each case.  A case can have many 

charges 

Casenumber String X The case number as reported by the 

court.  If you don’t have the case 

number, you can put ‘unknown’ in 

this field 

Confirmedbydob Bool See 

Comments 

At least (2) subject identifiers are 

required  

Confirmedbyname Bool See 

Comments 

At least (2) subject identifiers are 

required 

Confirmedbyrace Bool See 

Comments 

At least (2) subject identifiers are 

required 

Confirmedbysex Bool See 

Comments 

At least (2) subject identifiers are 

required 

Confirmedbyssn Bool See 

Comments 

At least (2) subject identifiers are 

required 

Confirmedbyother Bool See 

Comments 

At least (2) subject identifiers are 

required.  This field, when set to true, 

makes the field ‘otherdescription’ 

required as well 

Courtname String  If the court name is available, please 

provide it 

Filedate String  Valid date formats are MM-dd-yy", 

"MM/dd/yyyy", "MM-dd-yyyy", 

"MM/dd/yy", "MM-yy", "MM-yyyy", 

"MM/yy", "MM/yyyy", "yyyy-MM-

dd", "yy-MM-dd", "yyyy/MM/dd" 

Jurisdiction String  Jurisdiction on record 

Notes 

Classes that derive from CourtResult: 

1. Criminalcountyresult 

2. Criminalstateresult 

3. Civillowerresult 

4. Civilupperresult 

 



CriminalCountyResult :: CourtResult 

Members – no additional fields 

NAME DATA TYPE REQUIRED EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS 

    

 

CriminalStateResult :: CourtResult 

Members – no additional fields 

NAME DATA TYPE REQUIRED EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS 

    

 

CivilLowerResult :: CourtResult 

Members – no additional fields 

NAME DATA TYPE REQUIRED EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS 

    

 

CivilUpperResult :: CourtResult 
Members – no additional fields 

NAME DATA TYPE REQUIRED EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS 

    

 

CaseCharge 
Members  

NAME DATA TYPE REQUIRED EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS 

Arrestdate String  Valid date formats are MM-dd-yy", 

"MM/dd/yyyy", "MM-dd-yyyy", 

"MM/dd/yy", "MM-yy", "MM-yyyy", 

"MM/yy", "MM/yyyy", "yyyy-MM-

dd", "yy-MM-dd", "yyyy/MM/dd" 

Chargedate String  Valid date formats are MM-dd-yy", 

"MM/dd/yyyy", "MM-dd-yyyy", 

"MM/dd/yy", "MM-yy", "MM-yyyy", 

"MM/yy", "MM/yyyy", "yyyy-MM-

dd", "yy-MM-dd", "yyyy/MM/dd" 

Dispositiondate String  Valid date formats are MM-dd-yy", 

"MM/dd/yyyy", "MM-dd-yyyy", 

"MM/dd/yy", "MM-yy", "MM-yyyy", 

"MM/yy", "MM/yyyy", "yyyy-MM-

dd", "yy-MM-dd", "yyyy/MM/dd" 

Offensedate String  Valid date formats are MM-dd-yy", 

"MM/dd/yyyy", "MM-dd-yyyy", 

"MM/dd/yy", "MM-yy", "MM-yyyy", 



"MM/yy", "MM/yyyy", "yyyy-MM-

dd", "yy-MM-dd", "yyyy/MM/dd" 

Sentencedate String  Valid date formats are MM-dd-yy", 

"MM/dd/yyyy", "MM-dd-yyyy", 

"MM/dd/yy", "MM-yy", "MM-yyyy", 

"MM/yy", "MM/yyyy", "yyyy-MM-

dd", "yy-MM-dd", "yyyy/MM/dd" 

Charge String X Charge of record 

Chargeclassification String  EX: 3
rd

 degree 

Chargeid String  Charge identifier (if available) 

Chargetype String X Some examples include: MISD – 

FELONY – UNKNOWN 

Defendantofrecord String  Generally not applicable for criminal 

cases but used for civil searches 

Disposition String X Must not be empty or null 

Notes String  Any additional information the client 

might find useful 

Plaintiffofrecord String  Generally not applicable for criminal 

cases but used for civil searches 

Probationstatus String  EX: Active for 2 years 

Sentence String  If the case has been disposed, please 

return the sentence if available 

    

 

Relationship of Entities in ‘CompleteResults’ Return value 

‘ResultResponse’ (Fig.1.3) 
 



‘CompleteResults’ Method 

and Fields 
 

ResultResponse :: Abstract Class

Members 

NAME DATA TYPE

Timestamp DateTime

Transactionid String

Notes 

Classes that derive from ResultResponse:

• ResultSuccessful 

‘CompleteResults’ Method Return Value ‘ResultResponse’ :: Definition 

:: Abstract Class 

DATA TYPE REQUIRED EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS

DateTime X Time of the transaction

String X 36 character globally

identifier 

Classes that derive from ResultResponse: 

 

’ :: Definition 

EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS 

Time of the transaction 

36 character globally-unique 



• ResultError 

 

ResultSuccessful 
Members 

NAME DATA TYPE REQUIRED EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS 

Resultpackageresponses Array of 

resultpackageresponse 

X A successful result will always 

have at least one or more 

resultpackageresponses  

 

ResultPackageResponse 
Members 

NAME DATA TYPE REQUIRED EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS 

Location String X The geographic location covered 

by the search results  

RecordClear Bool X Whether or not the returned 

result was hit or clear 

Subjecteid Int X The id of the screening subject 

that the result was for 

SubjectName String X The subject’s name that result was 

for 

Typeofscreening String :: enumeration X Possible values include: 

• CIV_LOWER 

• CIV_UPPER 

• CRIM_COUNTY 

• CRIM_STATE 

• QUICK_PAST 

• SKIP_TRACE 

 

ResultError 
Members 

NAME DATA TYPE REQUIRED EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS 

Resulterrorstate String :: enumeration X Possible values include: 

• ABORTED 

• FAILED  

• HALTED 

• WARNING 

Errorsfound Array of Error X When an error occurs, there will 

be one or more Error objects in 

the array  

 

Error 



Members 

NAME DATA TYPE REQUIRED EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS 

ErrorType String :: enumeration X Possible values include: 

• FIELD_FORMAT 

• INCOMPLETE 

• INTERNAL 

• INVALID_OPTION  

• REQUEST_FORMAT 

• SECURITY 

• SYSTEM 

• TIMEOUT 

Message String   What was wrong with the request  

Source String  The object or field responsible for 

throwing the error 

 

.NET 2.0 C# Code Examples (CompleteResults) 
 

This example is a criminal state CLEAR result 

//All search results are 'wrapped' in a researcherr esultpackage 
researcherresultpackage  rrp = new researcherresultpackage (); 
rrp.researcheraccount = 1111111; //researcheraccount tbd later 
rrp.userid = "system@testing.com" ; //User tbd later 
rrp.password = "7R7R3Q!#Testing" ; //Password tbd later 
             
//The 'screeningsubjectresult' represents a single screening sent to you for 
processing  
screeningsubjectresult  ssrCountyClr = new screeningsubjectresult (); 
ssrCountyClr.screeningid = 13212; 
 
criminalcountyresult  ccrClr = new criminalcountyresult (); 
ccrClr.isclearrecord = true ; 
ssrCountyClr.subjectresults = new SubjectResult [] { ccrClr }; 

rrp.Results = new screeningsubjectresult [] { ssrCountyClr }; 

//Execute Web service method  
try 
{ 
    ResultResponse  response = svc.CompleteResults(rrp); 
                     
}  
catch  (System.Web.Services.Protocols. SoapException  se) 
{ 
    Trace .Write(se.ToString()); 
} 

 



 

 

The following example is a criminal county HIT result with a single case containing one charge.  

//All search results are 'wrapped' in a researcherr esultpackage 
researcherresultpackage  rrp = new researcherresultpackage (); 
rrp.researcheraccount = 1111111; //researcheraccount tbd later 
rrp.userid = "system@testing.com" ; //User tbd later 
rrp.password = "7R7R3Q!#Testing" ; //Password tbd later 
             
//The 'screeningsubjectresult' represents a single screening sent to you for 
processing  
screeningsubjectresult  subResult = new screeningsubjectresult (); 
subResult.screeningid = 13207; //This integral value is required and is the  
//federated id that identifies the request in our s ystem when you return 
results  
             
//Now here is a criminal county hit condition  
             
criminalcountyresult  crimHit = new criminalcountyresult (); //under a 
screening subject is the result of the search 
             
crimHit.arrestingagency = "Butler Cnty Sheriff" ; //NOT REQUIRED 
/* NOT REQUIRED 
   * However, if it is true, then the field 'aliasn ames' 
   * cannot be null or empty 
   * EX:  
   * crimHit.hasalias = true; 
   * crimHit.aliasnames = "Mac the Knife"; 
*/ 
crimHit.hasalias = false ; 
crimHit.courtname = "Butler Muni" ; //NOT REQUIRED 
//Although file date is not required, if it is null  or empty, at least one 
date further downstream is  
//required  
crimHit.filedate = "11/12/1999" ; 
crimHit.isclearrecord = false ; //REQUIRED - true or false - If true, the 
array item 'casecharges'  
//MUST have at least one item  
crimHit.jurisdiction = "Some jurisdiction" ; //NOT REQUIRED  
crimHit.casenumber = "99887-01" ; //REQUIRED 
/* 
   * At least ANY two identifers are REQUIRED 
*/ 
crimHit.confirmedbydob = true ; 
crimHit.confirmedbyname = true ; 
crimHit.confirmedbyssn = true ; 
crimHit.confirmedbyrace = false ; 
crimHit.confirmedbysex = false ; 
crimHit.confirmedbyother = false ; 
/* 

* NOTE: If confirmed by other == true, then the fie ld 'otherdescription' 
becomes required 

    * 



    * EX: 
    * crimHit.confirmedbyother = true; 
    * crimHit.otherdescription = "height and weight "; 
*/ 
 
casecharge  caseCharge = new casecharge (); 
caseCharge.arrestdate = "09-14-2005" ; //NOT REQUIRED  
caseCharge.charge = "DWI" ; //REQUIRED 
caseCharge.chargeclassification = "3rd class" ; //NOT REQUIRED 
caseCharge.chargedate = "" ; //NOT REQUIRED 
 
crimHit.casecharges = new casecharge [] { caseCharge }; 
subResult.subjectresults = new SubjectResult [] { crimHit }; 
rrp.Results = new screeningsubjectresult [] { subResult }; 

//Execute Web service method  
try 
{ 
    ResultResponse  response = svc.CompleteResults(rrp); 
                     
}  
catch  (System.Web.Services.Protocols. SoapException  se) 
{ 
    Trace .Write(se.ToString()); 
} 

GetOpenWork Web Method  
 

The Convergence Researcher Web Service allows researchers to retrieve a list of work that has been 

vended to them via this method.  Work can be returned in three different formats: 

1. HR-XML Request (ver - 2.4) Format – Standardized HR-XML format. 

2. Convergence Research Proprietary Format – this is a lighter-weight format for researchers who 

cannot process HR-XML-formatted requests.  It is designed to be flexible and is optimized for 

integrators running Microsoft .NET 2.0.  

3. PDF returned as a byte array in base64 format – this format generates a printable PDF list of 

work that has been vended to a researcher 

Integrators can also filter the work list by passing a ‘StatusFilter’ in set which status they would like 

returned in the list.  The values are as follows: 

1. NEW (DEFAULT) – this status will only return work that hasn’t been vended prior to this call. 

NOTE: This also marks the search as in-process and will remove it from the list of new work in 

subsequent calls.  

2. PENDING – this is work that the researcher has already picked up and doesn’t include new work.  

Any requests retrieved in this manner will not be updated to in-process since they were already 

marked as such when they were originally picked up.  

3. ALL – includes both new and pending work and updates any new work to in-process.  



The process begins by first constructing a ‘

your account credentials, you need to determine how you would like the results returned to you.  This is 

done by choosing the ‘WorkListFormat

filter the results by status, you may set the status filter.  Then, call the method with the above document 

as the argument.  The returned xml object will be either a ‘

‘ResearcherResponseError’.   

 

ResearcherWorkListOptions

Members 

NAME DATA TYPE

Researcheraccount Int 

Userid String 

Password String 

ReturnFormat enum 

The process begins by first constructing a ‘ResearcherWorkListOptions’ xml document.  After setting 

your account credentials, you need to determine how you would like the results returned to you.  This is 

mat’ (HRXML, PDF, CONVERGENCE, or DEFAULT).  If you would like to 

filter the results by status, you may set the status filter.  Then, call the method with the above document 

as the argument.  The returned xml object will be either a ‘ResearcherWorkList’ or 

ResearcherWorkListOptions :: ResearchWSRequest 

DATA TYPE REQUIRED EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS

X This is your researcher account 

identifier 

 X It is always in the form on am 

email address 

 X The user id above password 

  Defaults to HR-XML

Possible values include:

• DEFAULT 

• HR_XML 

’ xml document.  After setting 

your account credentials, you need to determine how you would like the results returned to you.  This is 

’ (HRXML, PDF, CONVERGENCE, or DEFAULT).  If you would like to 

filter the results by status, you may set the status filter.  Then, call the method with the above document 

 

EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS 

This is your researcher account 

It is always in the form on am 

The user id above password  

XML 

Possible values include: 

 



ListFilters Array of 

WorkListFilter

 

When the method completes, the result xml object will be of abstract type 

If the method call succeeded, you will have a 

be a ResearcherResponseError.  By examining the elements contained within the error, you can 

determine what was wrong and how to fix it in the event of a problem.   When the call succeeds, the 

ResearcherWorkList will contain your assigned work formatted in the manner you 

element.   

• CONVERGENCE_FORMAT

• BASE_64_PDF

Array of 

WorkListFilter 

 Defaults to NEW requests

At present, the only filter

is a StatusFilter 

When the method completes, the result xml object will be of abstract type ResearcherRequestContainer

If the method call succeeded, you will have a ResearcherWorkList.  If there was an error, the object will 

.  By examining the elements contained within the error, you can 

determine what was wrong and how to fix it in the event of a problem.   When the call succeeds, the 

ResearcherWorkList will contain your assigned work formatted in the manner you chose as CData xml 

 

CONVERGENCE_FORMAT 

BASE_64_PDF 

requests 

At present, the only filter available 

ResearcherRequestContainer.  

.  If there was an error, the object will 

.  By examining the elements contained within the error, you can 

determine what was wrong and how to fix it in the event of a problem.   When the call succeeds, the 

chose as CData xml 

 



ResearcherRequestContainer :: Abstract Class 

Members 

NAME DATA TYPE REQUIRED EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS 

TimeStamp datetime X  

TransactionID String X Globally unique 36 character string 

 

ResearcherResponseError:: ResearcherRequestContainer 

Members 

NAME DATA TYPE REQUIRED EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS 

AdditionalInformation string  If there is anything extra that can 

be communicated about the error, 

it will contained here 

ErrorMessage string X An error message describing what 

went wrong 

 

ResearcherWorkList:: ResearcherRequestContainer 

Members 

NAME DATA TYPE REQUIRED EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS 

RequestCount int X Count of requests attached to the 

RequestPayload.  If there are no 

requests based on the criterion 

provided, this will be a zero. 

RequestsFound RequestPayload X Xml object  

 

RequestPayload 

Members 

NAME DATA TYPE REQUIRED EXAMPLE AND COMMENTS 

ListFormat enum X Defaults to HR-XML 

Possible values include: 

• DEFAULT 

• HR_XML 

• CONVERGENCE_FORMAT 

• BASE_64_PDF 

RequestsFound RequestPayload X Xml object  

 

.NET 2.0 Code Examples (GetOpenWork) 
 

Default status (NEW) with a returned format of HR-XML  

 



Service  svc = new Service (); 
svc.Url = "https://www.convergenceresearch.com/ResearcherServ ice/" ; 
 
//Enter your credentials 
worklistoptions  option = new worklistoptions (); 
option.userid = "myresearch@accountname.com" ; 
option.password = "!@#$hh5677P" ; 
option.researcheraccount = -1; 
option.ReturnFormat = WorkListFormat .HR_XML; //Set format to HR-XML 
 
//Set our status filter to only new work  
statusfilter  status = new statusfilter (); 
status.requeststatus = WorkStatus .NEW; //This is the default  
option.worklistfilters = new WorkListFilter [] { status };  
 
//Call the method  
ResearcherRequestContainer  rrc = svc.GetOpenWork(option); 
if  (workList != null ) 
{ 

//The number of requests will be contained in the ' requestcount' 
property 
      Trace .WriteLine( "Request Count: "  + workList.requestcount); 
      //Get our XML CData section that contains our reque sts  
      if  (workList.requestcount > 0 && workList.payload != null ) 
      { 

Trace .WriteLine( "Request List Format: "  + 
workList.payload.worklistformat.ToString()); 

            string  rawRequestXml = workList.payload.requeststoprocess ; 
            //NOTE: You could load the raw request xml into a D OM or SAX-
based parser here  
            Trace .WriteLine( "\r\nRequest List Xml:\r\n" ); 
            Trace .WriteLine(rawRequestXml); 
      } 
} 
else  //An error occurred with your search - create and t hrow exception  
{ 
      ApplicationException  ae = new ApplicationException ( "The request list 
was not retrieved!" ); 
      throw  ae; 
} 

 WSDL URLs  
 

Convergence Research, Inc. Web Service Description Page 

 https://www.convergenceresearch.com/ResearcherService/Service.asmx 

WSDL 

 https://www.convergenceresearch.com/ResearcherService/Service.asmx?wsdl 
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